Abstract-PET/CT has become the most comprehensive diagnostic tool in oncology imaging providing improved lesion identification and localization. Bone is a common site of metastasis and the quantitative accuracy of PET images in bone tissue is important for assessing response to therapy. The use of CT images for attenuation correction is becoming a standard procedure in these scanners. However the impact of CT-based attenuation correction (CTAC) on the accuracy of PET tracer uptake values measured in bone has not been carefully evaluated, having only been carefully studied in soft tissue.
I. INTRODUCTION
ET/CT has become the most comprehensive diagnostic tool in oncology imaging providing improved lesion identification and localization [1, 2] . An important synergy of PET/CT scanners is the use of the CT images for attenuation correction of the PET emission data [3] [4] [5] . The advantages of this approach are a less noisy image acquires in a shorter time than a standard PET transmission scan. However, the drawback of this technique is the potential bias due to the fact that CT data, which is acquired as a weighted average of photon energies ranging from approximately 30 to 120 KeV, has to be transformed to the estimate of attenuation coefficients at PET energies, that is 511 KeV [4, 5] . Several methods have been proposed to implement this conversion, being the simplest one a direct bi-linear or tri-linear scaling ( [3] [4] [5] and Fig. 1 ).
Quantitative PET images of tracer uptake in bone tissue are potentially useful for oncologists, as bone is a common site of metastasis [6] . There are several works in the literature presenting results on the accuracy of the attenuation correction coefficients derived from CT images in soft tissue, with or without contrast agent (e.g. [5] ) but the impact of CT-based attenuation correction (CTAC) on the accuracy of PET tracer uptake values measured in bone has not been carefully evaluated.
We investigated the accuracy of attenuation correction factors for bone derived from the CT image, comparing them with the ones obtained from the transmission PET, considered as a gold standard [5, 7] . For this we used a phantom made up with bovine femur segments and patient studies. The impact of the errors in the linear attenuation coefficients on PET SUV measurements was evaluated by simulations using patent images with known bone disease and elevated levels of FDG uptake in bone (e.g. SUV = 5) at disease sites. We also used simulation studies to evaluate the impact of variations of bone size, location, and composition.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Conversion curves
The CT images were scaled to attenuation coefficients at 511 keV using the standard linear transform method [3] [4] [5] . The parameters used were based on the conversion curves supplied with the GE Discovery STE PET/CT scanner for contrast and without contrast. These curves are plotted in Fig. 1 . 
B. Comparison of attenuation coefficients from CT and PET transmission scans
We investigated the accuracy of attenuation correction images derived from the CT image comparing the attenuation coefficients with the ones obtained from the transmission PET.
For this, we imaged frozen bovine femur segments in a 20x20 cm cylindrical phantom. The phantom contained three pieces of beef bone and a 5 cm diameter cylinder with dilute iodine-based contrast agent (Fig. 2) . A 10 min PET transmission scan was obtained in the GE Advance PET scanner covering a FOV of 50 cm. Reconstruction was performed on a 30 mm FOV with an 2D-FBP algorithm applying a 5 mm Hanning window, obtaining a set of 65 4.25 mm-slices of 128x128 pixels of size 2.3 mm. A CT scan of the same phantom was obtained with a GE Discovery STE PET/CT scanner using 140 KeV and 200 mA. The attenuation coefficients from CT were extracted from a low pass filtered version of the CT image covering a FOV of 70cm, yielding a data set of 73 3.75 mm-slices with 512x512 pixels of size 1.37 mm.
The CT images were scaled to attenuation coefficients at 511 keV using the standard tri-linear transform method (using the same parameters as supplied with the GE Discovery STE PET/CT scanner) and interpolated to match the PET transmission resolution. The PET and scaled CT images were aligned manually as shown in Fig. 2 . Different regions of the bones in both images were segmented by using thresholding and erosion methods to get equivalent volume masks (Fig. 3) . Differences in linear attenuation coefficients between the two images were then calculated for each region. We repeated this analysis using images from the same patient imaged on the GE Advance PET scanner and the GE Discovery STE PET/CT scanner, using similar scan parameters to those listed above (Fig. 4) . 
C. Evaluation of errors in simulated emission image propagated from CTAC
In a second experiment we used the same studies to evaluate the impact of error on the SUV values. For this, simulated images generated by thresholding in the CT image were forward projected and reconstructed including the effects of true attenuation, obtained from the PET transmission image (Fig. 5) .
SUV values in emission images obtained when applying the true coefficients for attenuation correction were compared with those obtained when applying the coefficients with the errors found previously. 
D. Real impact of errors in real emission image propagated from CTAC
The impact on PET SUV measurements of errors in the linear attenuation coefficients was evaluated by simulations using emission patient images with known bone disease and elevated levels of FDG uptake in bone (e.g. SUV > 5) at disease sites. The impact of the errors in the linear attenuation coefficients was estimated by forward projection and reconstruction after including the effects of attenuation and attenuation correction.
Masks of the whole bone area and of different vertebrae were created by thresholding in the CT image (Fig. 6 ). Table I shows the results for the six 3D regions. Errors obtained for bone areas ranged from 1% to -4%. Values for regions with CT contrast agents present the highest errors as expected, since the conversion curves applied are intended for images without contrast. Results applying conversion curves for contrast lower these errors in contrast areas while increasing dramatically the error in hard bone areas. Therefore, for studies with contrast a different approach as dual energy methods or hybrid classification/scaling algorithm is advisable [3, 4, 8] . The same analysis using patient images showed differences between CTAC and PET transmission based measures on a linear attenuation coefficient values ranging from +2% to -2%.
III. RESULTS
A. Comparison of attenuation coefficients from CT and PET transmission scans
B. Evaluation of errors in simulated emission image propagated from CTAC
The results indicated that the errors in PET emission SUV values (using the PET transmission image as a gold standard) ranged from +1 % to -4%, as shown in Table II . Simulation on the patient images showed 4% error in bone areas with SUV of 5.
C. Real impact of errors in real emission image propagated from CTAC
We studied the effect on the SUV values of an error in CTAC images of 3.84 and 1.9 corresponding to differences obtained in the previous experiments between the CTAC images and PET transmission scan. Table III shows the results. 
IV. SUMMARY
We investigated the impact of inaccuracies in attenuation correction images derived from CT images on the PET emission values by comparing the results with the ones obtained using transmission PET data, traditionally used for attenuation correction. We used simulations with patent images with known bone disease and elevated levels of FDG uptake in bone (e.g. SUV > 5) at disease sites.
Differences in linear attenuation coefficients between the two methods ranged from +1% to -4% in the bovine bone phantom. The same analysis using patient images showed differences ranging from +2% to -2%.
For the error of ±2% in the patient bone alues, the corresponding errors in the FDG SUV values were ±1.5%. When the errors in the linear attenuation coefficients were changed to ±4%, corresponding to the bovine femur phantom study, the corresponding errors in the maximum FDG SUV values increased to only ±3 %. These results suggest that accurate PET tracer values in bone can be obtained with PET/CT studies using CT derived attenuation coefficients.
Small variations from tumour to background ratio (T/B), location and CTAC errors were also found based on simulation studies as shown in the Appendix A. 
